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MSA NAtioNAl CoNtiNeNtAl CoNfereNCe 2011 

“…The Road Less Traveled”

Abu Hurayrah said the Prophet(S) said: “Islam began as something strange and will 
revert to being strange as it began, so give glad tidings to the strangers.”  

In its earliest days, Islam was strange and unwelcome to the Arabian Peninsula. However, by taking the path 
towards Allah (swt), the earliest Muslims were able to transform their trials and tribulations into triumphs and 
success.  Fast forward 1400 years and we find an eerie parallel. Once again Islam has become the ‘other,’ seen as 
strange to Muslims and non-Muslims alike. In the face of increasing adversity and obstacles faced by Muslims 
worldwide, we as Muslims must practice patience and adhere steadfastly to our religion. Come with us as we 
explore our path to Allah (swt)…the road less traveled.  Let us accept the challenge that faces the current society 
with the same conviction of the earliest Muslims, for this is our chance to aspire to make an impact as they did. 

Session Key

Activism:  These sessions give you practical tools and lessons to take back to campus.

Discussion & Learning:  These sessions utilize audience interaction.  Both speakers and attendees 
contribute.    

Intensive Learning:  This is an in depth series meant to mimic an Islamic learning class.  Attendees 
walk away with rich detail on a very specific topic.  

Issues & Trends:  These sessions reflect what new trends affect Muslim Students across North 
America.  

Spiritual:  These sessions are meant to foster spiritual engagement and development.  

1:00 – 2:30 PM LUNCH & JUMMAH

4:00 – 10:00 PM Bone Marrow Registry Drive Hyatt Lobby
Many patients with leukemia and other life-threatening diseases, some from within our 
own Muslim communities, are searching for a bone marrow match. This weekend, you 
can become part of the Be the Match Bone Marrow Registry with only a few mouth 
swabs and less than 10 minutes! Don’t miss your chance to save a life.

3:00 – 3:15 PM Introduction & Welcome to the Grand Ballroom ABCD
 48th MSA Continental Conference 
 Speakers: MSA National Board of Directors and Continental Conference Chairs

3:15 – 4:45 PM Main Session 1 Grand Ballroom ABCD 
 “Two Roads Diverged and I Took the One Less Traveled by…”
  Abu Hurayrah said the Prophet(S) said: “Islam began as something strange and will revert 

to being strange as it began, so give glad tidings to the strangers.” 
In its earliest days, Islam was strange and unwelcome to the Arabian Peninsula. How-
ever, by taking the path towards Allah (swt), the earliest Muslims were able to transform 
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their trials and tribulations into triumphs and success.  Fast forward 1400 years and 
we find an eerie parallel. Once again Islam has become the ‘other,’ seen as strange to 
Muslims and non-Muslims alike. In the face of increasing adversity and obstacles faced 
by Muslims worldwide, we as Muslims must practice patience and adhere steadfastly to 
our religion. Come with us as we explore our path to Allah (swt)…the road less trav-
eled.  Let us accept the challenge that faces the current society with the same conviction 
of the earliest Muslims, for this is our chance to aspire to make an impact as they did.

 Speakers: Abdullah Adhami, Sa’ad Quadri, and Wisam Sharieff

5:15 – 6:45 PM Lecture Session 1a Rosemont A
 Inner Whispers: Shedding Light on Recent Trends
  Narrated by Anas bin Malik: The Prophet (S) said, “Facilitate things to people (concerning 

religious matters), and do not make it hard for them and give them good tidings and do 
not make them run away (from Islam).” 
There have been an overwhelming number of trends emerging within our communities. 
Trends such as hijabs being removed, beards being shaved off, careers being given prece-
dence over marriage, and even “halal dating” are all examples. We all want to fit in with 
what society is doing these days. But we need to establish what are things that can bring 
us closer to Allah (swt) and what are things that can keep us from Him. We should try to 
attain perfection in moderation and we should also remember we should not pass judg-
ment amongst our fellow brothers and sisters. We must be conscious of the gravity of our 
words, judgments, and ultimately our accusations. We should become support systems 
for each other in these times. We must also remember that Allah (swt) is He who guides. 

 Speakers: Yasmin Mogahed, Zainab Alwani, and Sherman Jackson

5:15 – 6:45 PM Lecture Session 1b Rosemont B
 Believer Fever: Finding Shade for the Shady
 “…let them forgive and overlook, do you not wish that Allah should forgive you?” [24:22]

Life is full of struggles and each of us has to deal with them in our own way. Even 
though it may be difficult to see in some people, we all want to improve ourselves and 
those around us. No matter how bad things have been for you in the past, there is 
always hope in tomorrow. Despite how things look on the outside, at our core all of 
us are inherently good people. Don’t let your past ruin you. When the hottest of days 
is here, even the shady will need shade.

 Speaker: AbdulNasir Jangda

5:15 – 6:45 PM Lecture Session 1c Rosemont C
 Those Who Took the Road Less Traveled
 “So relate the stories, perhaps they may reflect.” [7:176] 

One of the important factors in the development and behaviors of the societies of the 
world today is the impact of role models. Now, more than ever, role models are affect-
ing the lives of people around the world. However, such role models do not necessarily 
represent the ideal style of life, practices and beliefs that are wanted for a Muslim. 
Come learn the story of one of the greatest role models in Islam that portrayed what 
it meant to have an uncompromising belief in Allah (swt).

 Speakers: Sa’ad Quadri
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7:00 – 8:30 PM DINNER & MAGRIB

9:00 – 10:30 PM Main Session 2 Grand Ballroom ABCD
 Gripping the Coal for the Sake of Your Soul
  The Prophet (S) said, “There will come a time of patience when the one who adheres 

steadfastly to his religion will be like one who holds a burning coal.”
Our hardships can become the motivation for an awakening of the soul. As the Prophets 
struggled for faith, they grew in piety. It is with each new challenge that our faith is af-
firmed. As our brothers and sisters, in America and abroad, experience the injustices of 
war, poverty, discrimination, illness, and social and emotional problems we must incor-
porate principles of Islam in our quest for justice. We must realize that these are all tests 
from Allah (swt) and we should not be discouraged, for if we pass, we will be successful in 
the hereafter. Our hearts will find peace with God as our actions bring forth His message.

 Speakers: Yasmin Mogahed, Nouman Ali Khan, and Yaser Birjas

 LATE NIGHT SESSIONS

11:00 PM – 12:30 AM Inner Whispers Q&A: Tackling Taboos Grand Ballroom ABCD
  “But as for him who feared standing before his Lord, and restrained himself from impure 

evil desires and lusts. Verily, Paradise will be his abode.” [79:40-41]
Darkness lurks at every corner and inside every heart. Whether it’s the rising epidemic 
of homosexuality in Muslims communities, the addiction to masturbation and por-
nography among our youth, or the culture of sex, drugs and alcohol, these are things 
that can sneak into not only our minds but our hearts. Even with a strong connection 
to Islam, the whispers of Satan keep us interested in these things. Join us for an open 
Q&A as we discuss the most taboo of inner whispers.

 Speakers: Kamran Riaz, AbdulNasir Jangda, and Altaf Husain

11:00 PM – 12:00 AM Soul Improvement: Sisters Fitness Extravaganza United AB
What do losing weight, eating healthy and having an awesome party all have in com-
mon? Come find out and be ready for an energetic Zumba routine, food tastings, and 
many prizes and giveaways! Don’t worry if you don’t have your workout clothes, you 
can Zumba in anything. This session is for women and girls of ALL ages. You don’t 
want to miss out!
Speakers: Nadine Abu-Jubara

1:00 – 2:00 AM Qiyam ul-Layl:  Lessons from His Last Days United AB
  The Prophet (S) has said: “Keep up qiyam al-layl. It was the way of the virtuous who came 

before you; it draws you nearer to your Lord, atones for your sins, forbids you from evil, and 
protects the body from sickness.” (Tirmidhi)
Throughout the life of the Prophet (S) we can find enlightenment for all of mankind 
in his practices, arrangements, and words.  Reflect on the emotional final moments of 
his life and see the beauty of this religion depicted.

 Speaker: Mokhtar Maghroui
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10:00 AM – 10:00 PM Bone Marrow Registry Drive  Hyatt Lobby
Many patients with leukemia and other life-threatening diseases, some from within our 
own Muslim communities, are searching for a bone marrow match. This weekend, you 
can become part of the Be the Match Bone Marrow Registry with only a few mouth 
swabs and less than 10 minutes! Don’t miss your chance to save a life.

10:00 – 11:00 AM ISNA Session 4A ISNA Main Hall A
 Empowerment Through Engagement:
 Creating a Wholeness Community

In our work to strengthen our Muslim community and the community at large, we 
need to effectively empower and engage all of our community members. By providing 
support and resources to strengthen our youth and empower young professionals to 
become leaders of our communities, we can further unify and strengthen the work for 
our communities by opening doors to this untapped pool of resources and potential.

 Speaker: Yasir Qadhi

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 1a Rosemont A
 Soul Improvement: Prophetic Healing

The Islamic lifestyle is defined by balance, including balancing one�s spiritual as well as 
physical health. Our bodies have a right upon ourselves - a right to be nurtured, main-
tained and protected, all of which we are accountable for.  This session discusses how 
to best serve ourselves by maintaining a healthy lifestyle based on the prophetic model.

 Speakers: Hussain Kamani and Wisam Sharieff

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 1b Rosemont B
 The Muslims Next Door: Rights and
 Responsibilities towards Our Neighbors

As Muslims, we tend to focus so much on our involvement in the Masjid and the 
issues that directly affect our fellow Muslims. In the process, we isolate ourselves by 
neglecting our surrounding community. As Muslims is our duty to honor our friend-
ships and maintain ties with our neighbors. This session will discuss how we can be 
productive Muslims as well as productive citizens in today’s society. 

 Speakers: Habeeb Quadri and Yaser Birjas

Saturday, July 2, 2011

Donate by Text!
You can text your donation.  Simply (1) text ISNA to 50555, (2) click send (3) when prompted,

reply with the word YES to confirm your tax deductible donation.  Text donations cannot
exceed $10 but can be repeated three times per month.*

Text your donation today.
* This tax deductible donation will be added to your cell phone bill or deducted from you prepaid account.  Message and Data Rates may apply. 

Text STOP to 50555 to stop your donation.  Full terms available at mGive.org/T.
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12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 1c Rosemont C 
 Holler at a Scholar: Student Life Q&A

Join us for an open question and answer discussion highlighting issues such as istishara 
(seeking advice) and istikhara (prayer for guidance).

 Speakers: Yasmin Mogahed and Omar Mahmoud

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 1d Rosemont D
 Productive Activism: halal Healthy

Most people think that leaders are naturally born to lead. They point to Martin Luther 
King, Gandhi, and John Kennedy as “born” leaders. In fact, these leaders were success-
ful because they knew how to negotiate to get what they wanted. Effective negotiating 
skills can be acquired. In this “hands on” session you will learn how to achieve “Win-
Win” outcomes where all parties feel that got the best possible results. Discover that 
you have more power in negotiations than you think. Plan the three stages necessary 
for successful negotiations and practice proven tactics to improve outcomes in all your 
negotiations.

 Speakers: Don Tymchuck

1:00 – 3:30 PM LUNCH & ZUHR 

1:30 – 2:30 PM MSA Exec Roundtable LAX AB
Are you an MSA leader? Network with fellow MSAers from across the US and Canada 
and learn about the resources and services MSA National has to offer! Don’t miss out 
on this great opportunity! Lunch will be served!

1:30 – 2:30 PM Office Hours with Mukhtar Maghraoui   Rosemont C
This is your chance for one-on-one Q&A with Mukhtar Maghraoui.  Students will 
be allotted a single five minute slot to ask whatever he/she wants.  Only ten slots will 
be available.  Slots will be scheduled at a first come first serve basis.  No one will be 
allowed to book more than one slot.  Anyone who has to leave will lose his/her slot.  
No exceptions will be made.

1:30 – 2:30 PM Office Hours with Yaser Birjas Rosemont B
This is your chance for one-on-one Q&A with Hussain Kamani.  Students will be 
allotted a single five minute slot to ask whatever he/she wants.  Only ten slots will 
be available.  Slots will be scheduled at a first come first serve basis.  No one will be 
allowed to book more than one slot.  Anyone who has to leave will lose his/her slot.  
No exceptions will be made.

Electronic Funds Transfer — A good deed done regularly!
Through Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) ISNA can receive your donation each month automatically from 

your bank account or credit card, saving you postage and time.

Be a key that opens the door to ISNA’s long-term financial stability:
Donate through EFT!
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Saturday, July 2, 2011

3:30 – 5:00 PM Lecture Session 2a Rosemont A
 Inner Whispers: Holy Moly, It’s Holy War!
  “And fight in the way of Allah (swt) against those who fight against you, and be not 

aggressive; surely Allah (swt) loves not the aggressors.” [2:190]
In the early days of Islam a group of companions of the Prophet(S) found refuge in 
the country of Abyssinia. These companions were allowed to practice Islam freely in 
Abyssinia as long as they obeyed the laws of the land. From their story we have a clear 
example of how to live a peaceful life in America. Join us as we discuss how to maintain 
dignity in our Muslim identity here in America.

 Speakers: Yaser Birjas and Yasir Qadhi

3:30 – 5:00 PM Lecture Session 2b Rosemont B
 Believer Fever: Brothers from another Mother
  “The believers are but a single brotherhood: so make peace and reconciliation between your 

two brothers; and fear Allah, that you may receive mercy” [49:10].
The road for the believer is not meant to be traveled alone. We have achieved little if 
our concern ends with ourselves. Brother/Sisterhood is a foundation in Islam that binds 
all Muslims together.  In this session, we will explore the philosophy of community 
in Islam and the ways in which the manners of interaction can help illuminate the 
difference between unity and conformity.

 Speakers: Tahera Ahmed and AdulNasir Jangda

3:30 – 5:00 PM Lecture Session 2c Rosemont C
 Those Who Took the Road Less Traveled
 “So relate the stories, perhaps they may reflect.” [7:176] 

One of the important factors in the development and behaviors of the societies of 
the world today is the impact of role models. Now, more than ever, role models are 
affecting the lives of all races and classes of people around the world. However, such 
role models do not necessarily represent the ideal style of life, practices and beliefs that 
are required of the Muslim. Come learn the story of one of the greatest role models 
in Islam that taught us how to let go of this world and open our hearts to the message 
of Islam for the sake of Allah (swt).

 Speaker: Hussain Kamani

5:30 – 7:30 PM Main Session 3 Grand Ballroom ABCD
 Confidence: The Best Defense
 “...now surely by Allah (swt)’s remembrance are the hearts confident.” [13:28]

There is a growing lack of confidence in our generation. Many of the voices and pres-
sures around us have become hostile, yet we have not banded together to support each 
other. When our faith is questioned, when our loyalty is doubted, and when we can’t 
even believe in ourselves anymore- we need to be confident. This session will explore 
the sources of our confidence, the dangers of lacking confidence, and how we can help 
others gain the proper confidence.

 Speakers: Yaser Birjas, Nouman Ali Khan, and Tariq Ramadan

7:30 – 9:00 PM MAGRIB & DINNER
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Saturday, July 2, 2011

 LATE NIGHT SESSIONS

11:45 PM – 1:15 AM When Harith met Suhaila: Grand Ballroom ABCD
 An Inside Look at Married Life
  “And among His Signs is this, that He created for you mates from among yourselves, that 

you may dwell in tranquility with them, and He has put love and mercy between your 
hearts ...” [30:21]
Many Muslims see marriage as this ideal thing to attain, but they don’t take into 
consideration the realities that come with it. Some people are even finding it difficult 
to get married due to various reasons. There are many beautiful aspects of marital 
life as well as many challenges and responsibilities that we need to be aware of. This 
session will attempt to shed some light on the marriage to bring together the ideal 
and the real.

 Speakers: Altaf Husain, Omar Mahmoud, AbdulNasir Janda, and
  Mohammed Magid

1:45 – 2:45 AM Qiyam ul-Layl:  Tranquility through Humility United AB
  “And the slaves of God are those who walk on the earth in humility and calmness, and when 

the foolish address them (with bad words) they reply back with mild words of gentleness.” 
[25:63]
Humility comes from knowing about God, recognizing His greatness, venerating 
Him, loving Him, and being in awe of Him. Humility comes from knowing about 
oneself and one’s own faults, and weaknesses.  God gives this characteristic to those 
who struggle to become close to Him through deeds of piety and righteousness.

 Speaker: Hussain Abdul Sattar

Donate by Text!
You can text your donation.  Simply (1) text ISNA to 50555, (2) click send (3) when prompted,

reply with the word YES to confirm your tax deductible donation.  Text donations cannot
exceed $10 but can be repeated three times per month.*

Text your donation today.
* This tax deductible donation will be added to your cell phone bill or deducted from you prepaid account.  Message and Data Rates may apply. 

Text STOP to 50555 to stop your donation.  Full terms available at mGive.org/T.
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Sunday, July 3, 2011

10:00 AM – 9:00 PM Bone Marrow Registry Drive Hyatt Lobby
Many patients with leukemia and other life-threatening diseases, some from within our 
own Muslim communities, are searching for a bone marrow match. This weekend, you 
can become part of the Be the Match Bone Marrow Registry with only a few mouth 
swabs and less than 10 minutes! Don’t miss your chance to save a life.

10:00 – 11:30 AM Main Session 4 Grand Ballroom ABCD
 “…The Pens have been lifted, the Pages have dried”
  Abu al-’Abbas ‘Abdullah bin ‘Abbas(r) reported: One day I was behind the Prophet(S) 

and he said to me: “O young man, I shall teach you some words [of advice]: Be mindful 
of Allah, and Allah will protect you. Be mindful of Allah, and you will find Him in front 
of you. If you (have need to) ask, ask of Allah; and if you seek help, seek help from Allah. 
Know that even if the Nation (or the whole community) were to gather together to benefit 
you with something, they would not benefit you with anything except that which Allah has 
already recorded for you, and that if they gather together to harm you with something, they 
would not be able to harm you with anything except that which Allah has already recorded 
against you. The pens have been lifted and the pages have dried.”
After falling into calamity after calamity, many resort to the belief that everything 
happens for a reason while others solely believe they were lead to it by their own ac-
tions. The concept of pre-destination has stumped the minds of many Muslims and 
non-Muslims all across the board.  By understanding the concept of fate positively, we 
will not live a stressful, unhappy life of always worrying about our future or what the 
consequences of our actions or decisions will be. We do our best to fulfill Allah (swt)’s 
obligations and we trust and accept whatever He wills for us. Come learn how fate 
should motivate us to reach our potential as Muslims striving in the path of Allah (swt). 

 Speakers: Nouman Ali Khan, Abdullah Adhami, and Mokhtar Maghroui

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 2a Rosemont C
 Soul Improvement: Breaking Bad Habits

Most of life is habitual. You do the same things you did yesterday, the day before and 
every day for the last month. Habits, good or bad, make us who we are. The key is 
controlling them. If you know how to change your habits, then even a small effort 
can create big changes. These little efforts that, when put on autopilot, can result in 
an improved quality of life for Muslims.

 Speakers: Wisam Sharieff and AbdulNasir Jangda

Electronic Funds Transfer — A good deed done regularly!
You can make a significant impact on the quality of ISNA’s services by contributing through EFT. As little as 

$10.00 per month will help ISNA to serve the Muslim American community through effective communication 
to media organizations, government and civic agencies on behalf of all Muslim Americans.

Sign up today to donate through EFT.
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Sunday, July 3, 2011

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 2b Rosemont B
 The Muslims Next Door: The Shariah Law Debate

State representatives, court justices, and media outlets are all commenting on the idea 
of ‘Sharia Law’. How many of us actually know what Sharia Law is? Yet all around 
us we see discussion after discussion about the potential of Sharia Law creeping into 
American society. Join us as we discuss the facts and how we should react to this na-
tionwide debate.

 Speakers: Nouman Ali Khan and Sherman Jackson

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 2c Rosemont C
 Holler at a Scholar: Guidance Q&A

Join us for an open question and answer discussion as we explore how to make the 
most of high school and college life. 

 Speakers: Zainab Alwani, Yaser Birjas, and Mokhtar Maghroui

12:00 – 1:00 PM Workshop Session 2d LAX AB
 Coexistence: Interfaith 101

America is the most religiously diverse country on earth and the most religiously devout 
country in the West. This can be a source of division or an opportunity for cooperation. 
Muslim student leaders can model that cooperation for the rest of society by actively 
engaging diversity on their campuses. In this session, students will be trained to cast a 
vision that sees the world in terms of cooperation rather than conflict and to mobilize 
and inspire others around that vision. This fun and interactive workshop is designed 
to introduce students to the concept of interfaith cooperation and provide next steps 
for concrete social action that will strengthen their leadership skills.

 Speakers: Hind Makki and Usra Ghazi

1:30 – 3:00 PM LUNCH 

11:00 AM – 2:30 PM University of Michigan Luncheon LAX AB

1:30 – 2:30 PM Office Hours with Altaf Hussain Rosemont A
This is your chance for one-on-one Q&A with Altaf Hussain.  Students will be allotted 
a single five minute slot to ask whatever he/she wants.  Only ten slots will be available.  
Slots will be scheduled at a first come first serve basis.  No one will be allowed to book 
more than one slot.  Anyone who has to leave will lose his/her slot.  No exceptions 
will be made.

Electronic Funds Transfer — A good deed done regularly!
You can make a significant impact on the quality of ISNA’s services by contributing through EFT. As little as 

$10.00 per month will help ISNA to serve the Muslim American community through effective communication 
to media organizations, government and civic agencies on behalf of all Muslim Americans.

Sign up today to donate through EFT.
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Sunday, July 3, 2011

1:30 – 2:30 PM Office Hours with Wisam Sharieff Rosemont B
This is your chance for one-on-one Q&A with Yasir Qadhi.  Students will be allotted 
a single five minute slot to ask whatever he/she wants.  Only ten slots will be available.  
Slots will be scheduled at a first come first serve basis.  No one will be allowed to book 
more than one slot.  Anyone who has to leave will lose his/her slot.  No exceptions 
will be made.

1:30 – 2:30 PM Office Hours with Omar Mahmoud Rosemont D
This is your chance for one-on-one Q&A with Omar Mahmoud.  Students will be 
allotted a single five minute slot to ask whatever he/she wants.  Only ten slots will 
be available.  Slots will be scheduled at a first come first serve basis.  No one will be 
allowed to book more than one slot.  Anyone who has to leave will lose his/her slot.  
No exceptions will be made.

3:30 – 5:00 PM Lecture Session 3a Rosemont A
 Inner Whispers: Defeating Satan’s Playbook
 “And never let Satan avert you. Indeed, he is to you a clear enemy.” [43:62]

Many take the challenge of dealing with the whispers of Satan without knowing the 
tools he uses against us. However by examining his tricks we are able to better prepare 
ourselves. Come learn the tools of Satan and how to counter the effects of our true 
enemy. Together, let us acquaint ourselves with the deviant attack of Satan so we can 
collectively prepare ourselves on our journey. 

 Speaker: Wisam Sharieff

3:30 – 5:00 PM Lecture Session 3b Rosemont B
 Believer Fever: A Cure for the Insecure 
  “We send down in the Qur’an that which is a healing and a mercy to those who believe: to 

the unjust it causes nothing but loss after loss.” [17:82]
As Muslims, we enjoy the ability to have a direct relationship with Allah. Any time 
we desire our Creator speak to us, all we have to do is read His book.  It’s as simple 
as that.  All we have to do to serve our Lord and bring blessings into our lives is read 
Qur’an.  If you are trying to gain an increased motivation for reading and understand-
ing Qur’an, this is where you need to be.

 Speakers: Kamran Riaz and AbdulNasir Jangda

3:30 – 5:00 PM Lecture Session 3c Rosemont C
 Those Who Took the Road Less Traveled
 “So relate the stories, perhaps they may reflect” [7:176] 

One of the important factors in the development and behaviors of the societies of 
the world today is the impact of role models. Now, more than ever, role models are 
affecting the lives of all races and classes of people around the world. However, such 
role models do not necessarily represent the ideal style of life, practices and beliefs that 
are wanted for the Muslims. Come learn the story of one of the greatest role models 
in Islam that taught us how to be the best to our parents.

 Speaker: Abdullah Adhami
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Sunday, July 3, 2011

5:30 – 5:45 PM Conclusion and farewell to the
 48th MSA Continental Conference 
 Speakers: MSA National Board of Directors

6:00 – 8:00 PM Main Session 5 ISNA Main Hall A
 “I took the Road Less Traveled by, and
 that has made all the Difference”
  The Prophet(S) said: “Blessed are the strangers.” He was then asked: “Who are the strangers, 

O Messenger of Allah?” He replied: “They are righteous people among many evil people. 
Those who disobey them are greater than those who obey them.” [Musnad Ahmad and Ibn 
al-Mubârak, Kitâb al-Zuhd].
We live in a society in which immersion is encouraged and in which we are often 
confronted with evil. Muslims have always been challenged, but Islam is a guiding star 
that can help us overcome these challenges as we strive to remain faithful. We must 
remain confident and unified as we make our short journey through this life. And 
sometimes, we must be “strangers.” Our closing will provide us with tools we can use 
on this journey and remind us of the benefits of taking the road less traveled.

 Speakers: Altaf Husain, Yasir Qadhi, Eboo Patel, Tariq Ramadan, and Siraj Wahaj

Donate by Text!
You can text your donation.  Simply (1) text ISNA to 50555, (2) click send (3) when prompted,

reply with the word YES to confirm your tax deductible donation.  Text donations cannot
exceed $10 but can be repeated three times per month.*

Text your donation today.
* This tax deductible donation will be added to your cell phone bill or deducted from you prepaid account.  Message and Data Rates may apply. 

Text STOP to 50555 to stop your donation.  Full terms available at mGive.org/T.
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ISNA Meet the Author Program

Sunday, July 3, 2011 Room 11

10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

 SESSION I:  Children’s Book

	 	 •	 	Abidullah	/Tasneema	Ghazi,	Huseyin	Abiva	–	Mercy to Mankind, Our Prophet Muhammad, Life in 
Madinah and The Wisdom of our Prophet

	 	 •	 Barbara	Whitesides	–	Sugar comes from Arabic
	 	 •	 Bryn	Barnard	–	The Genius of Islam 
	 	 •	 Nur	Kose	–	Stair Series books
	 	 •	 Saniyasnain	Khan	–	Goodnight Stories from the Quran
 DISCUSSANT:	 	Zaki	Barzinji

11:45 AM – 1:05 PM

 SESSION II: Social Issues

	 	 •	 Aon	Hasnain	and	Asad	Hasnain	–	Youth, Philanthropy & Positive Social Development
	 	 •	 	Habeeb	Quadri	and	Sa’ad	Quadri	–	Parenting… Who said it was Easy? Understanding your Child
	 	 •	 Ibrahim	Abdul-Matin	–	GreenDeen
	 	 •	 Micheal	Saahir		–	The Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the Man Behind the Men
	 	 •	 Suzy	Ismail	–	When Muslim Marriage Fails, Divorce Chronicles and Commentaries
 DISCUSSANT:	 Wafa	Unus

2:15 PM – 3:45 PM

 SESSION III: Scripture and Tradition

	 	 •	 Assad	Busool	–	The Wise Qur’an
	 	 •	 Ibrahim	Malabari	–	Mercy, Prophet Muhammad’s Legacy to All Creation
	 	 •	 Maulana	Wahiduddin	Khan	–	The Prophet of Peace and The Quran
	 	 •	 Saeed	Malik	–	A Perspective on the Signs of Al-Quran, Through the Prism of the Heart
 DISCUSSANT:	 Sohaib	Sultan

4:00 PM – 5:30 PM

 SESSION IV:  Essays and Narratives

	 	 •	 Hakim	Rashid	–	The President is a Muslim? A Novel
	 	 •	 Omar	Hazim	–	Islam in the Heart of America
	 	 •	 Manal	M.	Omar	–	Barefoot in Baghdad
	 	 •	 	Mariam	Sobh,	Fatemeh	Fakhraie,	Nafees	Syed,	Nousheen	Yousuf-Sadiq,	Asma	Uddin,	Ala’a	Wafa,	

Amany	Ezeldin	and	Zahra	Suratwala	–	I Speak for Myself, American Women on being Muslim
 DISCUSSANT:	 Tayyibah	Taylor


